1999 ford contour transmission

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Drove it another 3 months when it stalled out and started
sputtering I replaced the plugs, wires, ignition control box, and fuel filter and found a hose that
had a hole in it from being melted after replacing all of that found the transmission to be leaking
and no way to get to it easily. Still ran crappy took it to a garage and was told they could not
figure it out brought it home and it won't run anymore it still does not run not sure what else to
do had to buy another vehicle to get to and from work while still paying on this one and can not
use it anymore. This is my second Ford and I will not ever get another one. And with all this
going on when the mechanic shut the back passenger the glass shattered and it was shut
normally. Also the radio has issues. The transmission on my Ford Contour went out after just
70, miles. Of course it was after the warranty had ended. I did some research and found that
other Contour were experiencing the same problem. Ford did not recall and I paid dollars for
Ford to replace it. Along with the starter. Also the battery for the car is an international battery
which is for BMW's and "international" vehicles. Ford is american yet made a car that needed an
international battery. So a year and a half after the transmission was replaced sears has
informed me that the transmission is leaking fluid and recommends I not drive the vehicle any
more. While that happened the alternator went out on it. This car is junk and Ford knows it!!
Previously it overheated in June When the consumer took vehicle to dealer for repairs they
changed the thermostat, added more water to the radiator, and something else in the
transmission area. When the consumer picked up the vehicle the problem recurred. Afterwards,
there was a rattling noise coming from the dashboard. They told her that it was due to a bracket
that broke.. The consumer stated that the air conditioner was no longer working properly since
they replaced the radio. Also, the dashboard was loosening and there were wires showing. The
front driver's side window knob came off. These were the only known problems with the vehicle
at this time. There had been no accidents concerning these issues. Search CarComplaints.
Consumer was able to rotate the ignition key to the lock position and remove it without the shift
lever and transmission being in park. While shifting vehicle from park into reverse vehicle will
shift itself into neutral, and not allow consumer to move. When coming to a sudden stop, the
vehicle shifts itself into neutral. The vehicle vibrates when going at speeds between 50 and 65
miles per hour. A leak was found in the transmission that caused damage after driving around
with low fluid. Transmission shifts from drive to neutral and into any gear while driving at any
speed. Vehicle has not been inspected by dealer. While traveling on highway transmission
locked up. Then had it repaired, but later found out that it was not completely repaired. Also,
after about 2 weeks found out that it was a technical error that caused transmission to leak
fluid. In addition to the other defects I have listed on the questionaire, my vehicle occasionally
does not go into forward gear, and then violently jerks into gear. Problems started at miles,
dealers either don't confirm problem or say it's normal for this car. Multiple repair attempts at 4
dealers. Severe vibration and pull at highway speeds are the tires confired with my winter
tires-no problem , klunking from front end when going over bumps, all dash warning lights
come on during winter at idle-go out after restart or engine acceleration, front seats wobble side
to side-dealer says normal for car-wan't present when new, pulsing front end shimmy on
highway-not tire related-possible cv shaft issue-dealers stated npf, engine spark knocks under
light loads-no change with different gas grades or brands-dealers says npf, headlamps go dim
at idle-dealers says normal-not present when new, poor low beam visibility from headlamps,
aluminum wheels are too porous-lose abnormal air amounts-dealer says npf. Most of these
have been since new or started within 1st year of new- no dealers has yet "confirmed" problems
when they are readily apparent to others. In shop for over 3 months total since new. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. The Ford Mondeo I first generation is a
mid-size car that was produced by Ford , beginning on 23 November , with sales beginning on
22 March Available as a four-door saloon , a five-door hatchback , and a five-door estate , all
models for the European market were produced at Ford's plant in the Belgian city of Genk.
Despite being billed as a world car, the only external items the Mondeo shared initially with the
Contour were the windscreen, front windows, front mirrors and door handles. Thus, the CDW27
project turned out not to be a true world car in the sense that the original Ford Focus and newer
Fords developed under the "One Ford" policy turned out to beâ€”that being one design per
segment for the world. A revised model line up was introduced as part of Ford launching a new
24v V6 engine version in the 24v and Ghia trim levels. A revised MTX75 gearbox has hydraulic
clutch operation and an electronic speedometer and gearbox sensor, replacing the cable
operation of the earlier clutch and speedometer. The security of the cars was improved with the
introduction of the PATS system with transponders fitted to each of the 3 car keys issued 1 red

key is a master and coded to the ECU immobiliser system. Optional infra-red remote locking is
made available on most models and standard on the Ghia. The Ghia interior was updated with
new fabric and wood effect dashboard and centre console fascias and front door pull inserts,
replacing the grey ones of the previous Ghia model. A new Chrome surround front grille is
added and a transparent red rear centre panel replaces the dark panel saloon only , to
distinguish the model from the lower spec cars. Headlamp wash is dropped from the standard
specification and made an optional extra. A Ghia X model is introduced featuring nearly all the
options available on the previous Ghia model, including leather seats and centre armrest but
retaining fabric on the interior door cards , headlamp wash, cruise control and fuel computer.
The 2. New 2 piece elliptoid side mouldings were introduced in line with other Ford models,
replacing the linear 3 piece versions, along with a new front wing with the side indicator located
lower down inline with the new door mouldings. As production of the Mk2 was being readied,
the Mk1 started to receive some of the revisions intended for the Mk2, these included:. The front
bank camshaft cover and plastic shield for the Mk2 24v engine with electronic secondary
butterfly control IMRC , but retaining the vacuum control mechanism. An updated headlight
design, with the lens included on the main headlamp glass and the plastic lens removed for
better light transmission. The more rounded Mk2 interior door release handles and surrounds
were fitted sporadically as stocks of the original handles were used up. It was one of the most
expensive new-car programmes ever. A large proportion of the high development cost was due
to the Mondeo being a completely new design, sharing very little, if anything, with the Ford
Sierra. Unlike the Sierra, the Mondeo is front-wheel drive in its most common form, with a rarer
four-wheel drive version available on the Mk I car only. Over-optimistically, the floor pan was
designed to accept virtually any conceivable drivetrain, from a transverse inline-four engine to a
longitudinal V Resultingly the front interior, especially the footwells, feels more cramped than
would be expected from a vehicle of this size. The Mondeo featured new manual and automatic
transmissions and sophisticated suspension design, which give it class-leading handling and
ride qualities, and subframes front and rear to give it executive car refinement. The automatic
transmission featured electronic control with sport and economy modes plus switchable
overdrive. The program manager from , and throughout its early development, was David Price.
By , Ford had confirmed that it would be launching an all-new front-wheel drive car to replace
the Sierra within the next four years, although it had not yet decided whether the Sierra name
would continue or be replaced, with some subsequent reports even hinting that the Cortina
name could make a comeback, having being axed in when replaced by the Sierra. Several
prototypes were tested that year, but the launch of the Nissan Primera in prompted Ford to
make a number of major alterations to the final product, as it saw the new competitor from
Nissan to be the benchmark car in this sector, having previously identified the Honda Accord as
the class leader. The car was launched in the midst of turbulent times at Ford of Europe, when
the division was haemorrhaging hundreds of millions of dollars, [ citation needed ] and had
gained a reputation in the motoring press for selling products which had been designed by
accountants rather than engineers. The Sierra had sold well, but not as well as the
all-conquering Cortina before it, and in Britain, it had been overtaken in the sales charts by the
newer Vauxhall Cavalier. Previously loyal customers were already turning to rival European and
Japanese products, and by the time of the Mondeo's launch, the future of Europe as a Ford
manufacturing base was hanging in the balance. The new car had to be good, and it had to sell.
It was unveiled to the public on 23 November , although sales would not begin for another four
months. At this stage, Ford confirmed that the new car would feature a completely new name
and would be called the Mondeo. Safety was a high priority in the Mondeo design, with a
driver's side airbag it was the first-ever car sold from the beginning with a driver's airbag in all
of its versions, which helped it achieve the European Car of the Year title for , side-impact bars,
seat belt pretensioners, and antilock braking systems higher models as standard features.
Other features for its year included adaptive damping, self-leveling suspension top estate
models , traction control V6 and 4WD versions , and heated front windscreen, branded
Quickclear. The interiors were usually well-appointed, featuring velour trim, an arm rest with CD
and tape storage, central locking frequently remote , power windows all round on higher models
, power mirrors, illuminated entry, flat-folding rear seats, etc. Higher-specification models had
leather seats, trip computers , electric sunroof, CD changer, and alloy wheels. During its
development, Ford used the Honda Accord and in the later stages the Nissan Primera as the
class benchmarks that the CDW27 had to beat. The mid-cycle facelift, launched in October , had
three of the original Mondeo's biggest criticisms addressed: its bland styling, the poor
headlight performance, the reflectors of which quickly yellowed, and the cramped rear legroom.
The lowering of specification levels around that time e. These specification levels were
improved again in as the Mondeo approached replacement. The facelift left only the doors, the

roof, and the rear quarter panels on the estate the same as the original model. Even the
extractor vents on the rear doors were replaced by a panel bearing the name Mondeo. The most
notable change was the introduction of the grille and larger, wraparound lighting units. The
saloon version featured some distinctive rear lights. These incorporated an additional reflector
panel that extended around the top and the side of the rear wings. Unlike the iterations seen on
the heavily facelifted Scorpio and Mk IV Fiesta during the previous year, this facelift was well
received. The interior was also mildly revised, though the basic dashboard architecture was the
same as before. Safety specification was improved, with the car gaining a full-sized driver
airbag in place of the smaller 'euro-bag' fitted in the Mk I Mondeo. The cars' structure suffered
excessive footwell intrusion in the frontal impact and a disturbing B-pillar displacement in the
side test. The Zetec engine was thoroughly revised in The updated version was far more refined
at high revolutions, addressing a common criticism of it. This car shared the engines 2. Three
versions of the valve Zetec engine were used. The 1. An alternative to the Zetec engines was the
Endura-D 1. This engine had origins in the older 1. Although not without merits, it was not seen
as a strong competitor to other European diesels such as that produced by Peugeot. The
contrast between this unit and the competition seemed enormous by the time the engine was
dropped in Strangely, the diesel-powered vehicles could easily be distinguished by dint of their
having a slightly redesigned grille so that more air would flow to the top mounted intercooler.
This engine, first unveiled in the Mondeo's North American cousin, the Ford Contour, is
characterized by its smooth operation, chain-driven camshafts, and additional butterflies in the
lower inlet to close of the inlet path to one valve, giving better torque at low engine speeds, this
was vacuum operated on the Mk1 and electronically controlled on the Mk2. This engine was
originally branded 24v on the Mk1, but later on badged as the more glamorous sounding V6.
This engine was also used to introduce the new "ST" brand to the Mondeo range as a flagship
model with less specification than a Ghia or a Ghia X , the ST24 in The bodykit option was listed
as a delete option for those who did not want it fitted as standard. Although neither of these
models ever sold in high numbers, the marketing was important to Ford, as it was an
introduction to the ST range as a sportier side to the full range, especially significant as apart
from the Focus RS, both the XR and RS model ranges were phased out during the s. Ford briefly
sold a version using the 2. Special edition versions included the 1. A more subtle bodykit was
offered as an option from Sept to Aug consisting of complete replacement bumpers with round
front fog lights and smooth side skirts, the boot spoilers had an additional high level brake light
added. A special edition version of the 2. Rear disc brakes eventually became available in North
America on certain Contour and Mystique models, although some customers bemoaned the
reduced level of feel over the original sport drums. The ST was then launched as the
Enthusiast's car, with a tuned 2. Tuning included a different throttle body, cams, flywheel, and
upper manifold, to name a few. This version of the Mondeo also had even harder sports
suspension than the ST24, and came with half-leather Recaro sports bucket seats, full leather
was available as a cost option. The Ford Contour and its rebadged Mercury variant, the Mercury
Mystique , are North American versions of the first-generation Ford Mondeo, marketed for
model years as a four-door sedan, replacing the Ford Tempo and Mercury Topaz. In contrast to
the first Ford " world car " the Ford Escort , the Contour was redesigned slightly to better suit
American demands. The three shared major systems, including body structure, powertrain, and
suspension. While officially classified a mid-size car, the Contour was among the smallest
sedans in the segment, with its interior dimensions becoming a point of criticism. A five-speed
manual transmission was standard with both engines, with a four-speed automatic offered with
as an option. The Mercury Mystique was produced with two trim levels: standard-trim GS and
higher-trim LS with a "Sport" option package available for both versions ; from to , an
undesignated base-trim Mystique was offered. Released in early for model year , Ford
introduced a updated version of the Contour and Mystique with redesigned front fascia, front
and rear quarter panels, headlamps and taillamps. All three models added the model name to
the rear door behind the passenger window with Mercury adding its brand emblem. Paired
solely with a 5-speed manual transmission, the vehicle underwent handling and performance
upgrades, including re-tuned suspension, upgraded brakes, larger wheels and
high-performance tires, along with the installation of different seats, trim, white-face
instruments, and new bodywork. The SVT Contour was produced from to , with a major running
change during effectively making a In mid-production for the model manufactured after
February , Ford decided to make several more changes to the SVT Contour. This resulted in a
noticeable distinction between early and late SVT Contours. To differentiate between the two,
the late model is sometimes referred to as the " The mid-year changes are as listed below. Both
the Contour and Mystique were praised for their handling and ride quality , and were even
dubbed "A fun four-door sedan that offered European moves at American prices" in an

Edmunds review. For the SVT trim, Edmunds. Although Car and Driver staff wrote an article in
apologizing for the inclusion of the Ford Contour on the "Ten Best" list, it was the only car the
staff did not outright recant from the list, but did cite that, in hindsight, the car should have
been considered too small for its price range to properly meet criteria, and that this is the likely
reason for the car's failure to achieve widespread appeal. The head, neck, and chest were all
well protected and the dummy movement was well controlled, but excessive footwell intrusion
contributed to high forces on both legs and a "Marginal" structural rating. In Europe, the
Mondeo was instantly declared a class leader. However, in it dipped into sixth place and had
been outsold by its biggest rival, the Vauxhall Vectra. In the United States and Canada, the
Contour suffered from market incompatibility with the preceding Ford Tempo , which by the end
of its production run was an outdated design from the mids which sold primarily on its low price
to lower-end customers and fleets. In contrast, the Contour was significantly more expensive as
Ford hoped to sell it on its redeeming qualities, instead; a base model Contour was several
hundred dollars more expensive than a loaded Tempo LX, pricing it out of the market for
prospective and returning Tempo customers. Customers in the Contour's price range were
instead drawn to the Taurus which was larger and offered better value for money; large factory
incentives on the outgoing Taurus throughout in anticipation of a completely redesigned model
due to launch later that year helped the Taurus cut into the Contour's initial market. The Ford
Focus then replaced the Contour after Anticipating this, Ford moved the Taurus upmarket with
the release of the redesigned model, but poor customer reception to the new model's design
and high price forced Ford to heavily discount it and continuously reduce its base price through
its life, reviving the in-showroom competition between the two models. Additionally, the
Contour was hurt by strong competition in the medium segment by the other American
automakers. The similarly priced Chrysler Cirrus , which was concurrently launched by the
Chrysler Corporation for the model year, matched the Contour in design, performance and
driving dynamics, but had more features and a larger interior. The launch of the lower-priced
Chevrolet Malibu by General Motors further cut into Contour sales. The Mondeo faced similar
issues in Australia, as it was hampered by stiff competition from Japanese competitors in an
already limited medium-sized market while its high price drove prospective customers to the
larger and better equipped Ford Falcon. However, another theory was advanced by some
motoring journalists; because the Mondeo was developed in Europe with limited input from
Ford's North American and Australian operations, executives at both operations were
unenthusiastic about the car and had no qualms about letting it fail in the marketplace to allow
for the continued success of their locally developed models. Ford withdrew the Mondeo and
exited the medium-sized markets in both continents in , not to return until the launch of the
Fusion in North America and the return of the Mondeo in Australia. The redesigned Mondeos,
due to their larger size, better prices, increased development input from Australian and
American customers, and changing market demographics, proved successful in both
continents. The Mondeo was released in Australia in , but was not a sales success, where,
similarly, a much larger local model, the Falcon , was available, and was dropped in Ford
Australia withdrew completely from the medium-sized segment of the Australian market,
arguing that it was in decline. The estate version, the first medium-sized Ford of its kind to be
sold in Australia since the Cortina, was dropped in It struggled against Japanese midsized
models such as the Honda Accord and Subaru Liberty , as well as the Holden Vectra , also
imported from Europe, although unlike the Mondeo, briefly assembled locally. In Australia, the
to Ford Mondeos were assessed in the Used Car Safety Ratings as providing "significantly
better than average" protection for their occupants in the event of a crash. Many earlier-model
Mondeos, imported used from Japan, were also sold locally. It was produced locally at their
Silverton plant in 1. As production was limited to one body style, Estate 2. The Mondeo was one
of the first mainstream cars in South Africa to introduce airbags as standard equipment. Styling
was partly addressed by an Aspen model, which featured inch alloy wheels, front fog lamps,
and full leather trim. Its rear end was similar to that of the European models. This model was
also exported to China. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are shown,
overseas territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Redirected from Ford Contour. Mid-size sedan produced by Ford. For a complete overview of all
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Sierra I. Sierra II. Mondeo II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV. Executive car. Granada II. Scorpio II. Sports
car. Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large
SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I. Large MPV. S-MAX I. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy
III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom.
Transit II. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Falcon Ute.
Falcon Van. Subcompact SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown
Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST.
Focus RS. Eight problems related to automatic transmission have been reported for the Ford
Contour. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Timing belt pulley broke at 68,
miles. Automatic transmission broke at 85, miles. Both occurred out of the blue. Car has always
been treated gently, all fluids have been changed consistently, and all routine maintenance has
been completed on time. Drove it another 3 months when it stalled out and started sputtering I
replaced the plugs, wires, ignition control box, and fuel filter and found a hose that had a hole in
it from being melted after replacing all of that found the transmission to be leaking and no way
to get to it easily. Still ran crappy took it to a garage and was told they could not figure it out
brought it home and it won't run anymore it still does not run not sure what else to do had to
buy another vehicle to get to and from work while still paying on this one and can not use it
anymore. This is my second Ford and I will not ever get another one. And with all this going on
when the mechanic shut the back passenger the glass shattered and it was shut normally. Also
the radio has issues. While driving the vehicle on the highway, it lost power and would not
respond to the gas pedal. I had to steer it to the shoulder and after a while it responded long
enough for me to take it to a service station where it was diagnosed to have a defective fuel
pump and flywheel. Transmission shifts from drive to neutral and into any gear while driving at
any speed. Vehicle has not been inspected by dealer. Vehicle is making clunking noise that was
coming from underneath hood. Back lights were not working. O dealership was aware of
problem. Consumer was able to rotate the ignition key to the lock position and remove it
without the shift lever and transmission being in park. Problems started at miles, dealers either
don't confirm problem or say it's normal for this car. Multiple repair attempts at 4 dealers.
Severe vibration and pull at highway speeds are the tires confired with my winter tires-no
problem , klunking from front end when going over bumps, all dash warning lights come on
during winter at idle-go out after restart or engine acceleration, front seats wobble side to
side-dealer says normal for car-wan't present when new, pulsing front end shimmy on
highway-not tire related-possible cv shaft issue-dealers stated npf, engine spark knocks under
light loads-no change with different gas grades or brands-dealers says npf, headlamps go dim
at idle-dealers says normal-not present when new, poor low beam visibility from headlamps,
aluminum wheels are too porous-lose abnormal air amounts-dealer says npf. Most of these
have been since new or started within 1st year of new- no dealers has yet "confirmed" problems
when they are readily apparent to others. In shop for over 3 months total since new. In addition
to the other defects I have listed on the questionaire, my vehicle occasionally does not go into
forward gear, and then violently jerks into gear. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem
1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic
Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem
6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Other Power Train
related problems of the Ford Contour. Automatic Transmission problems 8. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problems. Differential Unit problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter
problems. Transmission Failure problems. Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Not
Go Into Gear problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler problems. Constant Velocity Joint
problems. Transmission Noise problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems.
Asked by Wiki User. Usually you just fill it from where you pull out the tranny dipstick from. Just
get a funnel with a little hose attched at the bottom and start pouring in. Where is the
transmission filter on contour The transmission drain plug on a Ford Contour 4 cylinder engine
is located on the front of the transmission, behind the engine. It is used to remove the oil fluid
during fluid changes. The transmission plug on a Ford Contour is located on the side of the
pan. It allows for fluid to be quickly drained during maintenance. Any SAE certified transmission

fluid can be used in your Ford. Ford automobiles use the same transmission fluid as other
makes of cars. Does it have a dipstick? Next to the brake fluid refill cap. The 4 cly is on the
bottom of the transmission. Ther is no such fluid get new clutch if its having problems. The
contour transmission is made for only the transmission fluid to be changed,it has a metal
screen inside of the side pan which can only be got to by removal of the transmission its
self,ford only recommends you change the fluid,check the service manual,and the Haynes
manual is the best.. Transmission fluid is contained in the transmission itself, there is no
separate reservoir. It is possible that the transmission is overfull and the pressure in the unit is
forcing out the excess. Also, it is possible that the transmission is overheating and boiling the
the fluid. Low transmission fluid. Check this first. Old transmission fluid and clogged filter.
Worn clutches inside transmission. Where is the oil filter located in a Ford Contour. According
to the Ford Contour Owner Guide : The 5 speed manual transaxle transmission takes : 2. A little
more information please what model of Ford , automatic or manual transmission , what size of
engine. You Check the Transmission fluid by pulling the transmission reseviour dipstick. It is
located near the Firewall under the air ducting that goes to the intake. It has loop for a handle.
The Ford Contour owners manual shows : Use only power steering fluid that meets Ford
specification ESW - M2C33 - F or is an equivalent type F automatic transmission fluid with a
Ford registration number an 8 digit number beginning with " 2P " printed on the fluid container.
A Ford F with a V6 engine has a transmission fluid capacity of 14 quarts. If performing a pan
drop only five quarts of fluid are needed. Ask Question. Transmission Fluid. Ford Contour. See
Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where is the transmission drain
plug on a Ford Contour 4 cylinder? What type of transmission fluid is used for a Ford Contour?
What type of transmission fluid goes in a 98 ford contour? Transmission plug on a Ford
Contour? What Transmission fluid is required for a ford courier? How many quarts of manual
transmission fluid to you need for a ford contour 2. Where is the valve located on a 97 ford
contour to add transmission fluid? Where is transmission fluid dipstick loccated on ford
contour? Where is the transmission drain plug on a Ford Contour 6 cylinder? Where does the
cluch fluid in a ford contour svt? How do you replace the side cover of the transmission on a
Ford Contour? Can you change the transmission filter and the transmission fluid in a Ford
Contour ? Where is the transmission fluid reservoir located on a ford escort? Where is the oil
filter on a Ford Contour? What type of fluid for a Ford Ranger manual transmission? Why is
fluid coming out of dipstick tube on your Ford Contour? What would cause your 98 ford contour
transmission to slip? Where is the oil filter located in a Ford Contour? What type of manual
transmission fluid does a ford coutour use? How many quarts fluid contour five speed? What
type of transmission fluid to put in ford? Where do you check transmission fluid on a ford
contour? What fluid for power steering in a 96 ford contour? How many quarts of transmission
fluid does a Ford F V6 take? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day?
Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times
does 30 go into ? What times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will
die what am I? How old is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name?
When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can
you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
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Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed
Where is the transmission fluid fill well for a Ford Contour? Unanswered Questions How did
Jose rizals parents raise their children? Slum children at play by Ruskin Bond summary? What
is conflict of the story of the two brothers? Mga positibo at negatibong epekto ng pananakop ng
hapon sa Pilipinas? What does the quote ambition can creep as well as soar mean? What
happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? What is mission statement of
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